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Abstract-The ion microprobe at the Johnson Space Center was used to study depth profiles of
artificially implanted ions in lunar samples. Five polished sections of typical mare basalts (12040 and
12018) were irradiated with nine different elements at two energies and the resulting concentrations
were measured as a function of depth in the minerals plagioclase, pyroxene, and ilmenite. These
preliminary simulation experiments were undertaken to determine whether the ion probe can be used
to measure solar-wind-implanted elements on the surface of lunar rock crystals and soil grains and to
study mechanisms for their redistribution. The results obtained so far demonstrate that depth profiles
can indeed be measured with the ion probe. From estimated exposure times of mature soil grains and
selected vug crystals, it appears possible (if difficult) to detect several solar-wind-implanted elements.

INTRODUCTION

SINCE THE RETURN OF THE LUNAR SAMPLES, various groups have studied
solar-wind elements implanted in the surfaces of grains in soil and drill core
samples as well as certain breccias. The presence of the solar-wind elements
opens the exciting prospect of measuring the solar-wind activity in the past
3-4 b.y. Although direct evidence of fluctuations of the solar-wind flux and
elemental and isotopic compositions has not yet been provided, there are
indications that changes in the past might have occurred:
(a) Geiss (1973) and Eberhardt (1974) concluded from the total amounts of
trapped xenon in Apollo 15 (Bogard and Nyquist, 1972; Hubner et al., 1973),
Apollo 16 (Bogard and Nyquist, 1973), and Apollo 17 (Eberhardt et al., 1974) deep
drill cores that the average solar-wind flux during the last several billion years was
larger by about a factor of three than it is today (this conclusion, however, is
critically dependent on an assumed solar abundance of xenon). ~f one takes the
observed concentrations of C and N (Smith et al., 1973) which are even more
retained than Xe, this factor might be as large as ten.
(b) The data on the 4 He/3He ratio (Eberhardt et al., 1970, 1972; Geiss et al.,
1970; Hintenberger et al., 1971) show systematic long-term variations which in the
case of breccias and gas-rich meteorites suggest a secular decrease in the
solar-wind 4 He/3He ratio (Geiss, 1973).
(c) Variations in the thickness of the amorphous coatings were found for 1-µ,
grains removed from the Apollo 15 and 16 deep drill cores (Bastin et al., 1974).
These coatings are attributed to solar-wind-produced radiation damage and the
3601
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fluctuations indicate past changes in solar-wind energy: however, no systematic
secular trend was found.
(d) Kerridge et al. (1975) observed a decrease of the 15 N/1 4 N ratio with the 21 Ne
cosmic-ray exposure age and also with the depth in drill stems and suggest a
secular increase of this value in the solar wind and hence in the sun.
These indications of changes in the solar wind are important in the light of
recent attempts (Fowler, 1972; Cameron, 1973b) to understand the unexpected
result of the solar neutrino experiment (Davis, 1972) by invoking periodic mixing
of the solar interior. Intense early solar winds have also been proposed as a
heating mechanism in the early solar system (Sonett, 1974).
Unfortunately, most of the solar-wind studies (see, for example, Eberhardt et
al., 1970, 1972) have been done with rare gases which are systematically lost
(especially the light ones) from the lunar samples by diffusion and other secondary
processes (Eberhardt et al., 1970; Ducati et al., 1972; Frick et al., 1973; Leich et
al., 1974; Goldberg et al., 1975). This loss makes it difficult to use rare gases for
measuring variations in the solar-wind flux. Etching experiments (Eberhardt et al.,
1970) also indicate that the average depth of the rare gases is considerably larger
than the calculated range for directly implanted solar-wind ions. Measurements of
C, N, Si, and other more retentive elements have also been made (Smith et al.,
1973; Taylor and Epstein, 1973; Millier, 1974; Epstein and Taylor, 1975; and
others) and apparent surface correlations of the concentrations have been found,
suggesting a solar-wind origin. Surface-correlated isotope effects have also been
studied but the mechanisms producing the changes have not been established.
We should also point out that all these measurements have been made on bulk
samples or grain-size separates. The same holds for a variety of simulation
experiments (Chang and Lennon, 1975; Bertaut et al., 1975). Only recently have
refinements of experimental techniques led to attempts to directly measure the
depth dependence of elemental concentrations in individual crystals (Grant et al.,
1974; Goldberg et al., 1975; Meyer et al., 1975; Oran et al., 1975).
The work reported here is a preliminary study of the suitability of the ion
microprobe located at the Johnson Space Center to study the depth profiles of
implanted ions. It is part of a larger undertaking to measure impact pits, solar-flare
tracks, and solar-wind effects in individual crystals that were exposed to free
space at different epochs (Poupeau et al., 1975). Ion implantations were made at
doses exceeding those we expect from the solar wind so t~at we could easily
measure the depth profiles of selected elements as well as the effects of heat
and/or radiation damage on the subsequent redistribution of the implanted
species.
One important aspect of these studies of artificially implanted ions was to
investigate the use of "marker'~ ions as calibration for solar-wind-implanted ions
in lunar samples. In principle, the measurement of depth profiles should enable
one to determine the energy and concentration of solar-wind-implanted elements.
However, even in the case of a polished sample it is difficult to reproducibly
measure the amount of material removed from the surface by the sputtering beam
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of the ion probe by monitoring the various machine parameters. Secondly, lunar
crystals are by nature irregular in shape, and measurements made on polished
surfaces are difficult to relate to measurements on lunar soil grains. Finally, it is
likely that the sputtering beam of the ion probe itself may modify the original
distribution of implanted ions. To surmount these problems, we have chosen to
use certain implanted isotopes of known energy and concentration as "marker"
ions. Measurement of a test ion will then be made relative to the artificially
implanted marker ions (preferably an isotope of the element to be measured)
providing a direct determination of concentration and energy without requiring
the measurement of the actual depth of the depth profiles, as our results below will
show. The method is conceptually close to the well-known technique of isotope
dilution.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Implantation
The first step in this set of experiments consisted of implanting nine different nuclides in five
polished sections of a typical mare basalt (four from 12040,9 and one from 12018,48) in order to obtain
the most realistic assessment of the detection of these elements in the main lunar minerals. Figure 1

Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of polished rock section 12040,9 A1S3. Areas 2 and 3 were
irradiated with 1.6-keV /nucleon ions, areas 3 and 4 with 0.6-keV /nucleon ions (see Table
2).
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shows one of the sections. For the implanted isotopes we selected elements abundant in the solar wind
(Table 1) which would also be most likely to be detectable with the ion probe as an enhanced surface
component. The following criteria were used:
(a) The nuclide should have a low bulk concentration in at least one of the major lunar minerals.
(b) The nuclide should be one that is detectable with a reasonably high sensitivity in the positive
ion spectrum (that excludes elements like the rare gases, halogens, and nitrogen).
(c) There should exist a low level of interference by molecular ion species at the mass in question.
These interfering molecules may include oxides, hydrocarbons, and other hydrides (Meyer et al., 1974)
and limit the number of masses at which elemental and isotopic analysis of low-concentration elements
can be obtained. Figure 2, which shows the mass spectrum of plagioclase in one of the four 12040,9
sections, demonstrates clearly the limitations imposed by interferences.
Ions of 13 C, 23 Na, 27Al, and 31 P were implanted at energies of 0.6 and 1.6.keV/nucleon, ions of 32 S,
K, 52Ct, ~i, and 68 Zn at 0.6 and 1.17 ke V /nucleon with total fluences between 1014 and 2.5 x
1015 ions/cm2 (see Table 2). The average solar-wind energy is approximately 0.9 ke V /nucleon varying
from . . . ., 0.4 to . . . ., 3 ke V /nucleon. The samples were masked to produce four distinct areas with the
following characteristics: (A) control, no implantation, (B) low energy only, (C) high energy only, and
(D) high and low energies (Fig. 1). Two of the samples were irradiated in addition with 1.18 x
1017 He ions/cm2 of 1.6 keV /nucleon energy (7.0 x 1016 He ions/cm2 before the implantation of the
heavier elements, the rest afterwards). A silver coating of 40 A before implantation was sufficient to
prevent any charging of the samples at the employed fluxes. The irradiations were performed at the
39

Table 1. Elements in solar wind which might be detectable in the surface of exposed lunar minerals.
Their flux is calculated from the present-day proton flux assuming Cameron's solar-system abundances (Cameron, 1973a).
Element

SW flux
(sec-• cm- 2 )

He

1.73 X 107

C

9.28 X 104

N

2.94 X 104

Na
Mg

4.7 X 1Q2
8.3 X 103

Al

6.7x 1()2

Si

7.9 X 103

p

7.6X 101
3.9 X 1Q3

s
K
Cr

3.3 X 101

Fe

6.5

Ni

3.8 X 102

1.o'x 10

2

X

1Q3

Implanted

Comments
Noble gases not detectable in ion
probe
Relatively low-detection
efficiency in ion probe but high
flux in solar wind
Very low-detection efficiency in
ion probe; Si2 + interference
Low-bulk concentration in ilmenite
High-bulk concentration in all
minerals except plagioclase
Low-bulk concentration only in
ilmenite
Low-bulk concentration in
ilmenite but Fe2 + interference
Low-detection efficiency;
02 interference
Low-bulk concentration in ilmenite
Low-bulk concentration in
plagioclase
Fairly low-bulk concentration in
plagioclase but CaO interference
Low-bulk concentration in ilmenite

Yes (for damage studies)
Yes (1 3 C)
No
Yes (23 Na)
No
Yes (27Al)
No
Yes (3 1P)
Yes (3 2 S)
Yes (39 K)
Yes (5 2 Cr)
No
Yes (6°Ni)
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MASS SPECTRUM OF PLAGIOCLASE FROM 12040,9
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Fig. 2. Ion-probe spectrum of a plagioclase section of 12040,9 showing peaks from major
elements and molecular interferences, thus demonstrating the limitation placed on the
detection of solar-wind-implanted ions by interferences. The y-axis is a logarithmic scale
comprising about four orders of magnitude. Also indicated are the mass numbers of
potentially detectable solar-w_ind elements.
Laboratoire Rene Bernas of the university of Paris, Orsay. In the isotope separator used for our
implantation a spatial uniformity of the ion dose of better than 10% is routinely achieved.

Operation of the ion probe

For analysis, the implanted samples were coated with approximately 100 A. of Au (a requirement
for large insulators). The basic operation of the ARL ion probe is described by Andersen and
Hinthorne (1972). A primary beam of oxygen sputters away the sample surface and the emitted
secondary ions are mass analyzed. Measuring the counts of a given element in the secondary beam as a
function of time thus translates into a profile of the concentration of the analyzed element as a function
of depth. This assumes that the secondary ion production of the element of interest varies directly a~
the concentration of that element in the solid and is independent of variations of other element
concentrations and "crystallographic effects" (Andersen, 1970). Although it is not quite clear, how
good these assumptions are in our case, the planned use of "marker" ions for internal calibration
should circumvent this problem.
We used a negatively charged 160 primary sputtering beam at an energy of 13 ke V. Positive
secondary ions were mass analyzed. The beam spot was typically 5-15 µ in diameter with a total
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Table 2. Nuclides implanted in sections 12018,48 and 12040,9.
Sample

Nuclide

Energy
Fluence
(ke V /nucleon) (ions cm- 2)

Energy
(ke V /nucleon)

Fluence
(ions cm-2)

23N a, 27 Al, 31p

1.6
1.6

2.5 X 10 15
2.5 X 1014

0.6
0.6

4.9 X 1014
1014

12040,9 A1S4

52Cr, 60Ni, 68 Zn
4He

1.17

0.6

1014

1.6

2.5 X 1014
1.18 X 1017

12040,9 A1S5

nc

23Na, 27 Al, 31p

1.6
1.6

2.5 X 1015
2.5 X 1014

0.6
0.6

1.1 X 1015
1014

52Cr, ~i, 68 Zn

1.17

2.5 X 1014

0.6

1014

2.5 X 1015
2.5 X 1014
2.5 X 1014
1.18 X 1017

0.6
0.6

4.9 X 1014
1014

12040,9 A1S3

12040,9 A1S6
12018,48

nc

nc

23Na, 27 Al, 31p
32S, 39K
4
He

1.6
1.6

1.17

1.6

current of 0.5-2 nA. This spot was rastered over a larger area of between 35 to 100 µ in size to ensure a
more uniform removal of the sputtered material. A so-called "electronic aperture" was used to count
secondary ions only from the central 50% of the rastered area. This minimized any artificial broadening
of th~ depth distributions due to slight beam shifts or other edge effects. The ion probe was operated
on-line with a PDP 11/20 computer which allowed us to cycle through a given mass range over and
over again, stopping and taking counts at a number of pre-selected masses. We thus could obtain
simultaneously depth profiles of a large number of elements.
Major elements in the crystals, surface contaminants, and implanted species have distinctly
different, characteristic depth profiles. Figure 3 shows characteristic shapes for four different cases.
The signal of a major element (Al) rises to a constant level which is maintained for the rest of the
operation (given constant beam conditions). The characteristic rise time is due to the erosion time for
the conducting coating and possibly also the time required to establish conditions for a stable
secondary beam (Andersen, 1969). This later effect has been seen in pure metals but it has not been
established that it occurs also in a fully oxidized matrix. On the other hand, a thin surface coat (Ag) and
surface contamination (C) both show a profile with a large spike at the beginning, which quickly decays
away to a constant background level. Finally, the signal of implanted ions (52Cr) shows an initial rise
followed by a gradual decay.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Depth profiles were obtained for all nine implanted elements in the three
minerals, plagioclase, pyroxene, and ilmenite, except for certain cases where the
implanted species was swamped by high levels of the nuclide in the bulk mineral
or by molecular interferences. All elements except 32 S (low sensitivity of ion
probe for sulfur and interference by 1602) and 39K (a large surface contaminant
even in minerals with low-bulk concentrations, possibly produced in the preparation of the polished samples) gave signals well above background in one or
another mineral.
Figure 4 shows profiles for 13C implanted at two different energies and doses.
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CONCENTRATION vs DEPTH PROFILES OF VARIOUS
ELEMENTS IN LUNAR PLAGIOCLASE
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Fig. 3. Shapes of depth profiles of four elements in the plagioclase of the polished
section 12040,9 A1S6. The profiles are for Al, a major element, 12C, a surface contaminant, 107Ag from a - 40 A-thick surface coating, and 52Cr, implanted at 0.6 keV /nucleon
with a total fluence of 1014 ions cm-2 • Both the x - and y-axes are normalized to unit time,
raster area, and sample current. However, the y-scales differ for the four different
elements.

In spite of the broadening of the peaks, the sputtering time to reach the maximum,
as well as the decay time for the tail, is proportional to the implantation energy,
allowing thus an _energy measurement with about 30% accuracy. The correlation
of the total dose with the total area under the depth profile curve is complicated by
the fact that the secondary ion signal for a given dose implantation sample is a
function of the position on the polished section (another reason for internal
calibration markers!). Such spatial variations were also observed for the major
elements of the mineral measured. We think that they come from the finite size of
the sample which affects the electric field distribution, but, in view of the intended
use of marker ions, did not pursue this investigation. However, when crystals
from two different dose regions were measured close to their common boundary,
it was found that the total areas were proportional to dose within ± 10%. In principle, one could obtain concentrations by using the data reduction
program, CARISMA (Andersen and Hinthome, 1973), which involves the use of
two or more internal standards and measurements of major elements. This would
have required more measurements and, in any event, our use of marker ions
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Fig. 4. Depth profiles of implanted 13 C in plagioclase. The fluence is 4.9 x 10 14 ions cm- 2
at 0.6 keV/nucleon and 2.5 x 1015 ions cm-2 at 1.6 keV/nucleon. Plotted are counts per
second normalized to the sample current in nA versus time of sputtering. In terms of
2
total sample charge/raster area, the length of the x-axis corresponds to 0.425 A sec cm- •

provides us with an internal calibration. Thus, CARISMA was only used to obtain
early preliminary estimates of the expected concentrations of solar-wind elements.
Figure 5 shows theoretically calculated projected range distributions of
various elements in plagioclase using the work of Lindhard et al. (1963) and
Wint~rbon et al. (1970). The experimental profiles differ significantly, showing a
much broader distribution at maximum and a very long tail not present in the
theory. Since the long tail was found in all grains studied, regardless of their
orientations, it is not produced by ion channeling. The effect may be due to a
peculiarity in the implantation such as a h~at!ng during irradiation, or it may be
produced by the probe itself. The sputtering beam used in the probe may, for
example, redistribute the originally implanted ions by knock-on collisions. In this
connection, we wish to re-emphasize the importance of the "marker" ion
approach to avoid problems of interpretation resulting from such effects.
Both the depth profiles and the detection sensitivities for a given element vary
with mineral type, as can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Ilmenite gives a much sharper
distribution than either feldspar or pyroxene. The shift of the maximum to lower
values of integrated beam current for ilmenite is partly due to the greater density
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DEPTH DISTRJBUTIONS OF I keV/nuc
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Fig. 5. Theoretical projected range distributions of He, C, Cr, and Xe of 1-keV/nucleon
energy in feldspar. The distributions were calculated using the theoretical work of LSS
(Lindhard et al., 1963) for the total. range and WSS (Winterbon et al., 1970) for the
distribution of the projecte9 range.

of this mineral but may also be related to the fact that ilmenite is also more
retentive of rare-gas ions than the other two minerals (Eberhardt et al., 1970). In
Fig. 7 the amount of the implanted 68Zn was the same for the three minerals and
identical beam conditions were maintained during the sputtering. Nevertheless,
the secondary signals vary by more than an order of magnitude. This demonstrates again the importance of using marker isotopes as internal standards.
Although the shapes of the profiles are somewhat different, it can also be seen
from Fig. 7 that the sputtering rate in the oxygen beam of the ion probe is not
strikingly different for the three minerals. This has to be compared with earlier
findings of the Orsay group (Bibring et al., 1974; Borg et al., 1974) that the
solar-wind sputtering rate of pyroxene and feldspar is more than twenty times as
high as that of ilmenite. This point obviously has to be further investigated and,
since the experimental setup of the Orsay group was quite different (their erosion
experiments were performed on micron-sized grains employing a double irradiation technique where a thick amorphous coating produced by 3-keV /nucleon ions
was subsequently sputtered away with 0.2-keV/nucleon ions), an explanation for
this discrepancy may be found.
The removal of the mineral surf ace by the oxygen beam can be used to obtain
a crude upper estimate of the erosion rate of the lunar surface in the solar wind.
Assuming that He, the most efficient "coating and rounding" ion in space (Bibring
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Fig. 6. Depth profiles of N a in ilmenite. The ftuence is 1014 ions cm-2 at 0.6 ke V/nucleon
and 2.5 x 1014 ions cm- 2 at 1.6 keV/nucleon. The units for the x-axis are chosen in a way
to obtain the same time-integrated current per unit raster area (i.e. the same total charge
density) for the length of the x-axis as in Fig. 4.
23

et al., 1974; Borg et al., 1974), erodes as much as oxygen (a conservative
assumption), we obtain an approximate value of 0.025 A/yr. This value is on the
lower side of figures reported by other investigators (Borg et al., 1974; McDonnell
and Flavill, 1974). It should be emphasized that our estimate holds for a parallel
beam of normal incidence which only in selected cases (clefts and vugs with small
solid angles) may approach the actual situation on the moon.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of 52 Cr depth profiles with and without additional
irradiation with He ions. As can be seen, the He ions affect the 52Cr distribution
only at shallower depth; the major amount of the implanted 52Cr is still present. In
the other cases where depth profiles were measured after an additional irradiation
with He atoms (1 3 C in plagioclase, 23 Na and 31 P in pyroxene, ~i in ilmenite) the
results are similar.
DISCUSSION

The results show that the ion microprobe can be a useful tool to study the
depth profiles of implanted ions and the subsequent modification of these profiles
by heat and/or radiation damage.
The question of whether the ion probe can be used to study naturally
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Fig. 7. Depth profiles of 60Zn in ilmenite, plagioclase, and pyroxene. The fluence is the
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with the y-axis multiplied by a factor of 10.

implaQted solar-wind ions in lunar dust grains is more complex. In Table 3 we
summarize the sensitivity and background measurements in terms of the total
implantation dose necessary to give a detectable signal. The results are also
expressed in the number of equivalent years of exposure to the solar wind that
would be required to accumulate this dose. The change in solid angle, the rotation
of the moon, and the shielding of the moon by the earth's magnetosphere were all
taken into account in the exposure time estimate.
A fundamental limit on the maximum concentration of solar-wind ions that can
be implanted in a lunar grain is set by the erosion produced by solar-wind He ions.
Our direct measurement of the retention of 13C, 23 Na, 52Cr, and 60Ni following
bombardment with He ions shows that little 52Cr was lost in an exposure
equivalent to 1700 yr in the solar wind. The sputtering rate that we estimated from
the ion-probe data (0.025 A./yr) is consistent with this and suggests further that
integration times up to 104 yr are possible before severe loss of implanted species
by erosion occurs.
Measurements of microcraters on vug crystals can also be used to set limits on
solar-wind erosion rates. Morrison and Zinner (1975) find that the microcrater
population increases monotonically with decreasing size down to a diameter of
1000 A.. Pits of this size therefore appear not to be eroded even when the
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Fig. 8. Depth profiles of 52 Cr implanted in plagioclase of 12040,9 A1S6 and 12040,9 A1S4.
The figure compares profiles with and without the additional irradiation of 4 He ions (see
Table 2).

accumulated density exceeds 108 cm-z. This fact also suggests an erosion rate of
< 0.025 A/yr.
The length of time that a typical grain in a mature soil has been exposed to free
space can be estimated from measurements of the total amount of solar-windimplanted elements in the soil. Eberhardt et al. (1970) report 132Xe concentrations
in ilmenite grain-size separates of 10084. Using their value of 0.32 x
10-8 cm3 STP /g for the 105-µ, size fraction and assuming a spherical shape for the
grains, we obtain a surface concentration of 7.2 x 108 Xe ions/cm2 • The 132Xe flux
in the solar wind is taken to be 0.011 atoms/cm2 sec [from the H flux of
2.5 x 108 cm-2 sec assuming Cameron's (1973a) solar-system abundances] which, if
we take into account the moon's rotation as well as shielding in the earth's
magnetosphere (a factor of ,__, 8), gives us an average exposure time to the solar
wind of --- 1.5 x 104 yr. This value is a lower limit since we assumed no Xe loss by
erosion or diffusion.
A completely independent approach has been taken by Poupeau et al. (1975),
who have made systematic measurements of microimpact craters on lunar
feldspar grains. From their data they estimate typical exposure times of 103 to
104 yr. Occasional grains are also found with very high-crater densities, indicating
even longer exposure times (see Fig. 9). Vug crystals that have been exposed to
free space for long periods of time can also be found (see Fig. 10).
In Table 3 it can be seen that the exposure times required for the detection of
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2 microns

Fig. 9. SEM micrograph of a surface portion of a grain from soil sample 64421. An
exceptionally large number of micrometeorite impact craters can be seen in this picture,
giving an estimated surface exposure age of approximately 106 yr.

0

5

10 microns

Fig. 10. SEM micrograph of the surface of a plagioclase crystal from sample 76215,32.
This crystal was prepared and its surface documented in the SEM for subsequent
ion-probe analysis. The density of impact pits indicates a surface exposure age of 104 yr.
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Table 3. The background and interference levels in the ion probe for various isotopes in the solar
wind. These levels are defined as the signals obtained at the mass number in question in an
unimplanted part of the polished section and/or the signals obtained after removal of the surface layer
containing the implanted ions. They are expressed in column 3 in terms of the total fluences at the
stated energy (1.17 keV for S and heavier elements) which would produce these signals at the
maximum of the depths profile, in column 4 in SW irradiation time. The underlined nuclides are the
most promising canditates to be found in the solar wind.
Background/interference levels

Mineral
Plagioclase

Ions cm-2
at 1.6 keV /nucleon
and 1.17 keV /nucleon

Years of SW*

3,4s

52Cr

2.9X 1015
2.4 X 1013
2 X 1013
5 X 1011

4 X 1()3 yr
4X 1<>4yr
1.5 X Hf yr
6.5 x Hf yr

Ni

2.5 X -10 13

1.2 X 1()4 yr

Na

1.6 X 1013
6 X 10 13
2.5 X 10 13

4.5 X 103 yr

>8X 1015
1.5 X 1013
5 X 1012
1013

> l04 yr
4 X 1()3 yr
1<>4 yr
1.6 X lij2 yr

6 X 10 12

1<>4 yr
1.6 X 104 yr

Nuclide
12c
31p

58

Pyroxene

23

31p

~i
Ilmenite

12c
Na
Al
28
Si

23

27

31p

~i

1.3 X 1013

1()5 yr
3.2 X 104 yr

~ime of SW irradiation it would take to build up this concentration. The effect of shielding by
lunar rotation and by the magnetosphere of the earth is taken into account.

naturally implanted species are such that many nuclides would appear to be
difficult to detect in nature. However, certain isotopes, notably 52Cr in feldspar
and 28Si in ilmenite appear to be particularly promising cases. The 28 Si was not
implanted but was estimated using the CARISMA program.
It should be emphasized that surface contamination plays a crucial role in this
type of analysis; great care has to be taken in the selection and handling of the
samples (see e.g., Goldberg et al., 1975).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From our preliminary simulation studies with the ion probe, we derive the
foil owing conclusions:
(1) Ion-probe depth profiles of elements implanted at solar-wind energies in

lunar minerals show broad maxima and long tails. The location of the maxima is
proportional to the ion energy, the area to the number of implanted ions.
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(2) Depth profiles and detection efficiencies of a given element vary with
mineral type.
(3) The sputtering rate in the ion-probe oxygen beam is approximately the
same for plagioclase, pyroxene, and ilmenite and suggests a solar wind erosion
rate of ~0.025 A/yr.
(4) Most of the amount of material implanted at solar-wind energies is retained
after He irradiation corresponding to 1700 yr on the lunar surface.
28
(5) Si in ilmenite and 52Cr in plagioclase are the nuclides most likely to be
detected in ion-probe studies of the surface of lunar grains.
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